Introducing Tri-V High Performance Solvents

Safer, Nonflammable nPB Replacement Chemistry

Cleaning solvent choices are being constrained by regulations, safety concerns and cost. Chemtronics Tri-V™ High Performance Solvents expand cleaning chemistry options. These engineered cleaning solutions offer powerful cleaning performance for vapor degreasing, ultrasonic cleaning and cold cleaning.

- Cost and cleaning performance of n-propyl bromide (nPB), but without the safety concerns.
- Aerosol and bulk packaging available for benchtop cleaning, immersion cleaning, or in a vapor degreaser.

**Electro-Wash® Tri-V™ Cleaner Degreaser**

Electro-Wash Tri-V Precision Cleaner is a nonflammable cleaner that quickly removes flux, grease, oils, dirt, dust, and other contaminants from electronic components and assemblies. It removes all types of oil and grease while evaporating quickly and leaving no residues. Tri-V nPB replacement chemistry is an innovative chemistry that does not contain n-propyl bromide, TCE, hazardous air pollutants or ozone depleting compounds.

- VVV1614 12 oz / 340 g aerosol
- VVV114 1 gal / 3.7 L liquid
- VVV514 5 gal / 18.5 L liquid
- VVV5514 53 gal / 200 L liquid

**Max-Kleen™ Tri-V™ Heavy-Duty Degreaser**

Max-Kleen™ Tri-V removes all types of soils including oxidized oil and grease from electronic / electrical motors and relays. Tri-V nPB replacement chemistry is an innovative chemistry that does not contain any n-propyl bromide, TCE, any hazardous air pollutants or ozone depleting compounds. It is the ideal solvent for most electronic / electrical applications. This extra-strength cleaner evaporates quickly without leaving a residue behind.

- VVV2279 20 oz / 567 g aerosol
- VVV179 1 gal / 3.7 L liquid
- VVV579 5 gal / 18.5 L liquid
- VVV5579 53 gal / 200 L liquid

**Flux-Off® Tri-V™ Flux Remover**

Flux-Off Tri-V Flux Remover is an extra strength nonflammable solvent that removes heavy and encrusted flux deposits. This high pressure solvent system is engineered to remove all types of flux types while evaporating quickly and leaving no residues. Tri-V replacement chemistry is an innovative new chemistry that does not contain any n-propyl bromide, TCE or any ozone depleting compounds.

- VVV195 1 gal / 3.7 L liquid
- VVV595 5 gal / 18.5 L liquid
- VVV5595 53 gal / 200 L liquid

For samples or more information, contact Amy Dillard at 770-424-4888 or adillard@chemtronics.com.